Students may wear **solid black dress shoes** or **solid black sneakers**. **No color is allowed on the shoes.** If symbols/logos are present on the shoes, they must be black as well. Flip-flops, sandals, and slippers are **NOT ALLOWED**.

Students must wear khaki **uniform pants** that fit at the waist **with a plain, solid black belt** and solid black shoes. **No color whatsoever is allowed on the GIVE Uniform.** **Shirts must be solid white with a collar. Logos may not have color. No color on the inside of the collar. No form-fitting or stretch fabrics permitted.**

**Belts must be black.** No oversized, decorative, or offensive belt buckles, or buckles with letters or initials are allowed.

All outerwear (coats, jackets) must be **solid black**. No color on the inside or outside of the jacket is permitted. Logos may not have color.

- No tattoos can be visible. Students must cover tattoos before coming to school.
- No jewelry is allowed. Any piercings must be removed before coming to school.
- No unnatural hair colors. No lines or designs may be shaved into hair or eyebrows.
- No colored nail polish is allowed.
- Head coverings, picks, bandannas, etc., are not permitted.